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Healing The Whole Man
This “story of a severely handicapped man in a Dystopic world . . . very much reminds you of
the Cyberpunk novels that would appear 20 years later” (Wanderings). In A Whole Man, a
baby boy is born in a hospital surrounded by the chaos of battle and civil unrest. The birth is
unremarkable and little noted, but the child, Gerald Howson, turns out to be very special. He is
afflicted by infirmities and bodily flaws, but his mind becomes a miraculous device, capable of
telepathic marvels that can, and do, change the world. But the power fantasies that sometimes
tempt him are deadly to those near him and can ultimately threaten the whole of the world. And
a man in a physical envelope that inspires pity and fright turns out to be the embodiment of a
superman. This ebook was originally published in the United Kingdom under the title
Telepathist. For each generation, there is a writer meant to bend the rules of what we know.
Hugo Award winner (Best Novel, Stand on Zanzibar) and British science fiction master John
Brunner remains one of the most influential and respected authors of all time, and now many of
his classic works are being reintroduced. For readers familiar with his vision, it is a chance to
reexamine his thoughtful worlds and words, while for new readers, Brunner’s work proves
itself the very definition of timeless.
Suggests Jesus Christ as a model of authentic manhood, identifies Christ-centered methods
for attaining genuine masculine virtues, and discusses the relationship between sexuality and
sprirituality
In his groundbreaking book fifteen years ago, Gordon Dalbey identified the fact that men's
souls have been torn between strength and sensitivity. Today, the situation is even worse. The
politically correct crowd cries out for men to be more sensitive, to tame their masculine nature.
On the opposing side, the media bombards men with "macho" images of violence and lust. Is it
any wonder men are left bewildered about who they should be? In this newly revised and
updated edition of Healing the Masculine Soul, Dalbey claims that there's hope for restoration,
hope for healing-because Christ has come to heal us. God is calling men out to a relationship
with Himself and calling them out to authentic manhood. "Our task is not to curse our
manhood, but to redeem it," he writes. Gordon Dalbey's refreshing, comprehensive picture of
God's design for the masculine soul dares men to be as God created them to be-not as society
demands. Dalbey tackles the tough issues, including work, sexuality, marriage, and
fatherhood. Book includes Study Guide.
One day when Jesus was teaching, “the power of the Lord was present for Him to heal the
sick” (Luke 5:17). His same power is present in every believer today. Drawing from her
experience as a worldwide healing ministry, Joan Hunter desires to help equip the church to
receive and to minister God’s miraculous healing in the four corners of the world. Many
believers want to understand: How can I receive and retain healing? Why would God use me?
What’s the best way to approach someone who needs healing? How can I effectively pray for
healing? The answers to these and other questions—plus practical guidance and examples—are
designed to help believers fulfill the Great Commission: “Go into all the world, and preach the
gospel to every creature… lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover….(Mark 16:15, 18b).
“We received more miracle reports when Joan Hunter was a guest on It’s Supernatural! than
from any other interview.” —Sid Roth, Host, It’s Supernatural! TV
Dario Ramos thought he'd left the fighting behind in the war zone when a life-threatening injury
sent him home. But a certain Irishman crossing his path everywhere he went convinced him
that his biggest battle might be ahead. Tiernan Callahan is a bigoted jerk. Ramos finds himself
constantly in the man's orbit, even in a city as big as New York. The wounded warrior knows all
about pain and loss -- and that sometimes anger is the only form of release. When Tiernan
once again crowds Ramos' space, his eyes are opened to the possibility of other forms of
release. Tough NYC cop Tiernan Callahan is still mourning the death of his beloved youngest
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brother, Mason. Fearing his close-minded family's reaction, the young soldier never got to tell
them his secret -- that he was gay and engaged to the love of his life. Tiernan is surviving on
anger and guilt. When he continues to run into Dario Ramos, who continues to push his
buttons, something inside him snaps. Suddenly, anger isn't the only emotion he feels. Two very
different men, still trying to heal: Can they come to an understanding and heal each other?
Experience God's Miracles Why am I (or my loved ones) still sick and suffering when God says
He wants us to have good health? You can walk in divine health and healing. The secrets to
God's words for healing and recovery are in this comprehensive, easy-to-follow guidebook
containing powerful healing prayers that cover everything from abuse to yeast infections and
everything in between. Truly anointed with the gifts of healing, Joan Hunter has over thirty
years of experience praying for the sick and brokenhearted and seeing them healed and set
free. This book will show you how to: Understand the causes of sickness and disease
Recognize symptoms and the right procedure for healing Administer healing prayers effectively
Identify God's call on your life By following these step-by-step instructions and claiming God's
promises, you can be healed, set free, and made totally whole—body, soul, and spirit!
Are you hurting inside and feel that there is no end to the pain? You are not alone. Emotional
pain is a condition that so many men struggle with daily. Life is filled with experiences that
often leave men' hearts broken. Different types of abuse, along with rejection, disappointments,
and loss are a few of the life-altering experiences that can leave hearts wounded and torn.
Although many of the experiences that cause pain begin during childhood and adolescence,
the devastating affects transfer right into adulthood. Often, young men are trained to think that
they are not to express their feelings because that shows vulnerability and weakness. They are
taught that men are to be strong, tough and invincible. Any expression of hurt, guilt, pain or
disappointment equates to being less than a "real man." Thus young men find themselves
hiding their feelings and camouflaging them with sports, sex, money, work, or something else
that will keep them from acknowledging the truth within. Healing the Hearts of Broken Men
uncovers the root of the pain men conceal. It unveils not only the symptoms, but also the
causes and effects of emotional pain. Moreover, this book offers practical biblically-based
solutions for the havoc that inner hurts can reek in an individual's life. Healing the Hearts of
Broken Men is medicine that frees the captured mind, mollifies the deepest wounds, and instills
the determination necessary to live in joy again. This book includes real life testimonies of
persons who have overcome emotional trauma and are now living a better life fill with peace
and joy. So if you want joy, peace, and healthy emotions? Get your own personal copy of
healing the Hearts of Broken Men and let's begin the journey to emotional happiness today!
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611,
coincided with an extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged
as the greatest influence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class literary
writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the
spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of
literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
This foundational book will equip each believer with the basic steps to a life-transforming,
deeper intimacy with the Father. Transforming the Inner Man introduces the keys that reach to
the depth of the heart with the power of the cross and resurrection to effect lasting change
through continual death and rebirth. John and Paula Sandford take a no-nonsense approach to
Christian living. A few of their chapter titles are as follows: • Sanctification and Transformation
• Performance Orientation • The Central Power and Necessity of Forgiveness • The Role of a
Christian Counselor • Bitter-Root Judgment and Expectancy • Generational Sin In this thoughtprovoking and sensitive message, the Sandfords challenge every believer to focus on change
from the inside out. A change that will last.
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Shame is the motivator behind many toxic behaviors like compulsion, codependency,
addiction, and drive to superachieve. This title identifies personal shame, explains the
underlying reasons, and addresses root causes.
Never feel helpless again! A loved one is sick, your friend was just in an accident, a family
member is facing an emotional crisis.... Have you ever desperately longed to reach out your
hand and bring healing to these needs? At times, our hearts ache with the desire to help, but
either we don’t know how, or we are afraid and stop short. The truth is, the Holy Spirit within
you is ready to heal the sick! Charles and Frances Hunter present solid, biblically based
methods of healing that can bring not only physical health but also spiritual health and
abundant life to you, your family, and everyone around you.
Health is something everyone wants. Billions of dollars are spent each year trying to retain or
restore health. It is a basic desire of all mankind. Anyone who likes sickness must be mentally
sick! Yet, religion has told us that God is the one who wants us sick. It even tries to make us
believe that sickness is a blessing. That's just not true. God wants you well. Healing is in
Christ's Atonement. Jesus died for our health just as much as He died for the forgiveness of
our sins. This has to be the foundation of our faith for healing. Many Scriptures relate the
healing of our bodies and the forgiveness of our sins in the same verse. Jesus went about
healing all who were oppressed of the devil and told us to do the same. Jesus hasn't changed,
it's the people who represent Him who have changed. What about Paul's thorn in the flesh? It
is commonly believed that the apostle Paul had a sickness for which he besought the Lord for
healing three times, and the Lord wouldn't heal him. From that assumption, people teach that
God sometimes wants us sick. In this book, Andrew reveals what Paul's thorn in the flesh was,
and it wasn't sickness. If it is God's will to heal everyone, then why isn't everyone healed? It's
not because of God. And it's not just because we don't have enough faith. We do have the faith
to be healed. Jesus said the problem is our unbelief - unbelief cancels out faith. Instead of
trying to get more faith or bigger faith, we just need a pure faith that isn't negated by unbelief.
There are laws that govern the spiritual world just as there are laws that govern the physical
realm. Electricity has been around since the beginning of the world, but mankind didn't benefit
from electricity until recently, not because it didn't work, but because of our ignorance of the
laws of electricity. Likewise, God's healing is here and available. It's only our ignorance of the
laws which control the flow of God's power that keeps us from benefiting from it.
Please place the bar code on the back of the book in the left hand lower corner.
The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays Jesus as an enigmatic figure, struggling
with enemies, his inner and external demons, and with his devoted but disconcerted disciples.
Unlike other gospels, his parables are obscure, to be explained secretly to his followers. With
an introduction by Nick Cave
Receive healing for your emotional wounds and discover your destiny as God's daughter with
this 90-day devotional by internationally renowned Bible teacher Joyce Meyer. Healing the
Soul of a Woman delved deeply into Joyce Meyer's personal story and the journey of healing
for all women. Despite suffering from years of abuse, abandonment, and betrayal by those
closest to her, Joyce firmly believes a woman who has been deeply hurt by life's circumstances
can be healed, heart and soul. Her steadfast claim comes from living her own journey of soul
healing, and from seeing so many women who don't believe they can fully overcome their
pain--or even know where to begin--find the guidance they need in the life-changing wisdom of
the Bible. Now, in this companion devotional, Joyce will guide you through 90 daily readings to
encourage you through whatever obstacles may be holding you back from finding your true
destiny. God can heal your pain, and He wants to do this in you. Let HEALING THE SOUL OF
A WOMAN DEVOTIONAL be an inspiration in your journey toward the wonderful, joyful future
God has planned for you.

As a child he was taught to respect nature by an Apache elder he called Grandfather,
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now as a bestselling author and master tracker Brown shares his secrets for nurturing
and saving the planet.
You’ve prayed for deliverance—you’ve forgiven those who have hurt or abused
you—and yet you’re still nursing the painful wounds of your past. Does this describe
your experience? Many Christians have suffered unspeakable trauma and wonder why
they aren’t experiencing the freedom God has promised. The reason is that trauma
goes deeper than the mind. It infiltrates the body at the cellular level, and only a
deliverance that deals with the whole man—soul, spirit, and body—will treat the trauma
and set you free—completely free. Speaking as one who has received miraculous
healing herself and also ministered it to others, Christian author and healing expert
Joan Hunter demonstrates how to find true freedom through such methods as… Cursing
cellular memory of rape and other forms of sexual abuse Escaping the stress that
wears you down Renewing your mind with the mind of Christ Forgiving those who have
harmed you Learning to love yourself Accepting the unconditional love of your heavenly
Father As you break free from the bondage of trauma and pain, you will walk in
deliverance and discover your true identity as a beloved child of God. You can be
healed and whole! Start the recovery process today.
God heals believers not only physically, emotionally, and spiritually, but financially, as
well. Speaking from personal experience with overcoming financial hardships, bestselling author Joan Hunter shares biblical wisdom and shows you how to: See
miraculous breakthroughs Overcome poverty and loss Become debt-free Prosper in the
midst of adversity Have all your needs met Apply wealth-building secrets Thrive in
uncertain times Unlock the windows of heaven You can walk in God’s abundant
blessings.
In the tradition of such beloved spiritual teachers as Francis MacNutt and Michael
Scanlan, Be Healed: A Guide to Encountering the Powerful Love of Jesus in Your Life
offers in book form Bob Schuchts’s popular program for spiritual, emotional, and
physical healing through the power of the Holy Spirit and the sacraments. This
renowned program for spiritual restoration is steeped in scripture and the wisdom of the
Catholic Church. Deeply intimate and vulnerable about his own journey of healing,
Catholic therapist Bob Schuchts connects with his readers by sharing the series of
betrayals he endured in high school—his father’s infidelity, his parents’ divorce, and his
older brother’s drug addiction—and his subsequent seasons of struggle with God and
faith. Be Healed is based on the program first used in dioceses across the United
States to form the hearts and minds of Catholic clergy. Schuchts’s trusted process for
finding inner peace and healing is now expanded to serve the entire body of Christ,
helping people recognize their brokenness and find hope in the risen Christ.
Military veterans experience stress and trauma that civilians cannot even begin to
imagine. No matter what branch they were in, whether they saw combat or not, their
service left an indelible mark on their bodies, hearts, and minds, souls and spirits. Even
those who have not suffered external injuries can be affected by post-traumatic stress
disorder, anxiety, anger, and other issues. They need healing on multiple levels. Joan
Hunter tackles all of the problems that veterans face in her new book, Miracles for
Veterans. She covers some of the root causes; the positive aspects of service, such as
growth and maturity, as well as the negative effects, including physical, emotional, and
spiritual injury; and the consequences of service on general and cellular memory. Joan
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offers guidance to those ministering to veterans, healing prayers, and insights on
prevention. Joan notes God is limitless and His Word is true. He is ever ready to heal
us if we only will believe.
Can a woman who has been deeply hurt by life's circumstances be healed, heart and
soul? If she has been wounded by a man she loved and trusted, can she love and trust
again? As a woman who endured years of abuse, abandonment, and betrayal by those
closest to her, Joyce Meyer can answer with a resounding "yes!" Meyer's positivity
comes from living her own journey, and from seeing so many women who don't believe
they can fully overcome their pain-or even know where to begin-find the guidance they
need in the life-changing wisdom of the Bible. Meyer's bestseller Beauty for Ashes told
of her personal story of healing. Now, with the passage of more time, HEALING THE
SOUL OF A WOMAN delves deeper into Joyce's story and the journey of healing for all
women. Each chapter guides you through whatever obstacles may be holding you back
to find your true destiny as God's beloved. God can heal all pain, and He wants to do
this in you. Let HEALING THE SOUL OF A WOMAN be the first step toward the
wonderful, joyful future God intends for you.
"Lists a variety of diseases and medical conditions with instructions on how to pray
specifically for each one and also gives general tips for healing ministry"--Provided by
publisher.
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist
growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his
own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town
high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and
beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on
the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that
reflect the character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one Native
American boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was destined to live. With a
forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and fourcolor interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.
Fear of rejection. Loneliness. Depression. Grief. Isolation. What Christian hasn’t experienced
these feelings at some time in life? Many wonder why their lives don’t demonstrate the
victorious living that they desire, asking questions like: Why can’t I overcome this area in my
life? Why is it so difficult for me to change? If I am a Christian, why do I keep falling into the
same sinful pattern over and over again? In God’s Power to Change, book two of four in The
Transformation Series, readers will learn, in simple ways, how to reach and heal their spirits
and the inner spirit of each person to whom they minister. Through the power of His Word and
the Holy Spirit, we can change!
Heal and receiving healing! Prayers and precise instructions give you the power from God you
need to heal the sick and bring hope to the hopeless. Share His power with someone you love
today! One day as He [Jesus] was teaching…the power of the Lord was present for Him to heal
the sick (Luke 5:17 NIV).This same power is present in you today! Author Joan Hunter has
been praying for the sick for 40 years, and has seen multiple thousands of miracles and
healings. You too can: Receive and retain healing. Allow God to use you. Know how to
approach someone who needs healing. Effectively pray for healing. Lay hands on the sick and
they will recover (Mark 16:18b). Fulfill the Great Commission. Discover what is in your tool box.
Healing Starts Now contains the clearest and simplest instructions for ministering healing ever
written. It takes much of the mystery out of healing prayer, and your fear of praying for the sick
will disappear. You will pray for the sick with confidence, knowing God will heal. The book is
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full of proven effective directions and diagrams that precisely detail how to heal the sick along
with specific prayers for hundreds of conditions. You will lay hands on the sick and they will
recover!
Jesus is still He who heals both soul and body. Salvation offers holiness and healing, and the
Holy Spirit is willing to give us a manifestation of His power. When we ask why this divine
power is not more often seen, the only biblical answer to be found is: “Because of your
unbelief.” Health as well as salvation is to be obtained by faith. The natural tendency of man is
to bring about his salvation by his works, and it is only with difficulty that he comes to receive it
by faith. But when it is a question of healing the body, he has still more difficulty grasping that
truth. As to salvation, he finally accepts it because there is no other way to open the door of
heaven. But for the body, he makes use of many other treatments. But happy is he who
understands that it is the will of God to show the power of Jesus and to reveal to us His
Fatherly love by healing physically as well as spiritually. By doing so, He increases and
confirms our faith and teaches us that He demonstrates the power of redemption in the body
as well as in the soul. This book provides biblical clarity concerning divine healing, and
supplies basic and applicable principles necessary to having faith concerning healing. The
author makes it very clear that we are not healed based on who we are, but based on who
Christ is.
A New York Times Bestseller, with an updated explanation of the 2010 Health Reform Bill
"Important and powerful . . . a rich tour of health care around the world." —Nicholas Kristof, The
New York Times Bringing to bear his talent for explaining complex issues in a clear, engaging
way, New York Times bestselling author T. R. Reid visits industrialized democracies around
the world--France, Britain, Germany, Japan, and beyond--to provide a revelatory tour of
successful, affordable universal health care systems. Now updated with new statistics and a
plain-English explanation of the 2010 health care reform bill, The Healing of America is
required reading for all those hoping to understand the state of health care in our country, and
around the world. T. R. Reid's latest book, A Fine Mess: A Global Quest for a Simpler, Fairer,
and More Efficient Tax System, is also available from Penguin Press.
Everyone gets their feelings hurt in life. As these wounds fester and compound throughout life,
they become scars that affect our current relationships. Anyone suffering from a wounded
heart feels a sense of separation from people, but the separation it creates from our heavenly
Father is far worse for our mind, body and soul. “Broken Heart Syndrome” is a recognized
medical condition. Tests show that the pain caused by relational stress or trauma releases
stress hormones to circulate through the body. This causes the inner layers of the heart to
shred, damaging the cardiac muscle and its capacity to pump blood throughout the body. The
chest pain this can cause resembles a serious heart attack. Stents or angioplasty can treat
blocked vessels, but modern medicine still has no quick fix for a broken heart. Joan Hunter
reveals how to heal your heart from past hurts. To do this, you must be set free from the
trauma of past relationships that prevent you from giving of yourself to those most important to
you today. In doing so, you will also restore your most important relationship—the one with your
heavenly Father.
Hold On to Your Blessing!With every gift you “receive” from God, there is the responsibility to
“maintain” it, or else you risk losing the blessing of that gift. While many Christians understand
this concept as it relates to the area of physical healing, it applies to so many other areas of
our lives, as well. Gifts may come in the form of respect, honor, favor, and opportunities, as
well as compassion, love, forgiveness, recognition, and instruction. And what we do with the
gifts we receive from God can affect the trajectory of our lives. Author and teacher Joan Hunter
will lead you on a journey of revelation as you… Learn the difference between taking and
receiving Build your confidence in God’s miraculous provision Understand how to position
yourself to receive God’s gifts Become aware of hindrances to receiving Discover the secrets
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to keeping the blessings you receive Learning to maintain the miracles you receive will affect
every area of your life. You will change the way you think, you will see with renewed vision,
and you will live with the heartbeat of God.
"Joan Hunter describes the path to holistic health and teaches that God can use anyone to
supernatually heal others"--Provided by publisher.
God’s Word is alive and active and our divine weapon against the enemy and the evil in this
world. The Bible tells us that Jesus came that we might have life and have it to the full. But sin
and sickness plague our world and afflict those God loves. Prayers and Promises for Healing is
your guide for inspirational healing promises, intimate prayers, and powerful declarations
based on God’s holy Word. Divided into alphabetical healing themes, this resource is an
encouraging gift to anyone going through difficulties in health and well-being, providing needed
strength and faith in the truth of God’s Word and in the might of Christ Jesus.
The twentieth anniversary edition of a transformative blueprint for ancestral healing—featuring
new material and gateways, from the renowned herbalist, natural health expert, and healer of
women’s bodies and souls “This book was one of the first that helped me start practices as a
young woman that focused on my body and spirit as one.”—Jada Pinkett Smith Through
extraordinary meditations, affirmations, holistic healing plant-based medicine, KMT temple
teachings, and The Rites of Passage guidance, Queen Afua teaches us how to love and
rejoice in our bodies by spiritualizing the words we speak, the foods we eat, the relationships
we attract, the spaces we live and work in, and the transcendent woman spirit we manifest.
With love, wisdom, and passion, Queen Afua guides us to accept our mission and our mantle
as Sacred Women—to heal ourselves, the generations of women in our families, our
communities, and our world.
A practical, integrative guide to men's prostate health, including holistic therapies for prostate
cancer, BPH, prostatitis, and bladder function. For all its many important functions, the prostate
gland can become a health curse to many men, young and old. Common prostate conditions
include: benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), prostate cancer, prostatitis, testosterone
deficiency, and erectile dysfunction. While conventional therapies exist for all these conditions,
scientific studies have demonstrated that a comprehensive, integrative, or holistic approach to
healing can dramatically reduce risk and/or decrease negative side effects and symptoms.
Mark Stengler, N.M.D., draws upon his over 25 years of expertise in naturopathic medicine and
holistic hormone therapies to provide a comprehensive approach to optimal prostate health,
including a focus on bladder function, hormone balance, and a thorough exploration of prostate
cancer diagnosis, treatment options, and holistic support. By thoroughly addressing these key
aspects of the genitourinary system, you will be able to discover optimal prostate health and
functionality.
Still not healed despite deliverance and inner healing prayer? Discover the hidden reason your
efforts have been undermined and how to get your breakthrough.Do you ever feel like you
continually struggle with certain emotions? Do hurt, rejection, anger, and anxiety rise up in you,
causing an overreaction and taking on a life of their own? Maybe you've tried personal prayer,
standing in faith, counseling, and various ministries, yet no matter what you do, nothing seems
to work.If traditional prayer and deliverance hasn't cut it, you might be dealing with soul
fragments. When we experience a traumatizing event, part of our coping strategy is to wall off
a little piece of ourselves in order to contain that emotion. We then go on with life. A fragment
is that part of you that's been locked away, inaccessible to healing, at least to the usual
methods.This book is a game changer in how you'll look at inner healing. We aren't going to
beat the drum for repentance and forgiveness although those are beneficial and necessary.
Instead, we have made every effort to tell you something you don't know so that you can fill in
your missing pieces.You'll learn:How to recognize and interact with fragmentsWhat the healing
of fragments can mean for your physical healthThe role that deliverance plays in dealing with
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soul fragmentationHow you can minister to othersHow even complex issues like Dissociative
Identity Disorder and Satanic Ritual Abuse can be healed.
A hope-filled and profoundly simple book that speaks directly to those who want to be of
service in their church or community, but have found the traditional ways often threatening and
ineffective. In this book, Henri Nouwen combines creative case studies of ministry with stories
from diverse cultures and religious traditions in preparing a new model for ministry. Weaving
keen cultural analysis with his psychological and religious insights, Nouwen has come up with
a balanced and creative theology of service that begins with the realization of fundamental
woundedness in human nature. Emphasizing that which is in humanity common to both
minister and believer, this woundedness can serve as a source of strength and healing when
counseling others. Nouwen proceeds to develop his approach to ministry with an analysis of
sufferings—a suffering world, a suffering generation, a suffering person, and a suffering
minister. It is his contention that ministers are called to recognize the sufferings of their time in
their own hearts and make that recognition the starting point of their service. For Nouwen,
ministers must be willing to go beyond their professional role and leave themselves open as
fellow human beings with the same wounds and suffering—in the image of Christ. In other
words, we heal from our own wounds. Filled with examples from everyday experience, The
Wounded Healer is a thoughtful and insightful guide that will be welcomed by anyone engaged
in the service of others.
An expert on traumatic stress outlines an approach to healing, explaining how traumatic stress
affects brain processes and how to use innovative treatments to reactivate the mind's abilities
to trust, engage others, and experience pleasure-For anyone who has ever been betrayed… For anyone who has ever felt lost, abused, or
abandoned… For anyone who has ever suffered a broken heart… There is healing! In this
inspiring and life-changing book, Joan Hunter shares her challenging testimony of how she
overcame rejection and the worst betrayal imaginable. No matter your circumstances, God
wants to minister to you through Joan’s insights and practical advice. You can: Find the
strength to achieve when the world says you will fail Receive a new heart when yours has
been broken by betrayal Be empowered with strength from on high even in your weaknesses
Live a life of blessing and “more than enough” after feeling like you had nothing left On the
cross, Jesus paid for more than your physical healing. He has also made provision for Healing
the Heart.
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